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The pathway to a ‘Smarter City Future’
The City Universities of Manchester
are leading a collaborative network of
those in the region actively engaged
with business & the community who
want to deliver improved roles for
universities in their city regions for the
21st Century, this network is called
‘Smart City Futures’
Along with Salford, Manchester
Metropolitan and Manchester
University, the network includes
Manchester Knowledge Capital, and
Manchester Enterprise

www.smartcityfutures.co.uk	


The pathway to a ‘Smarter City Future’
• Over the next year ‘Smart City
Futures’ will develop a series of
‘knowledge sharing events’
• There will be workshops, focus
groups, plays, videos and seminars
• To showcase and demonstrate
working practices which have, either
paved the way for sustainable
decisions to be made, or because
they made vital and tangible
contributions to city-regional life

www.smartcityfutures.co.uk	


The pathway to a ‘Smarter City Future’
These events will culminate in
a major international
conference in July 2009
showcasing working practices
which have enabled:
• policy leaders develop more
successful & sustainable strategies
& infrastructure	

• professionals in all forms of
practice to design more humanely
responsive solutions	

• citizens to become
empowered to work in socially
responsive ways.	


www.smartcityfutures.co.uk	


‘Smarter City Future’ and ‘Secure Fit’
These conference today is part of the
Portfolio of events being developed
by the 3 Contact Universities of
Greater Manchester
We believe Salford University’s Design
against Crime Solution Centre shares its
knowledge virtuously and co-creates
solutions with its partners to make a real
difference for our city region
Three factors I successful future
developments
•The value of design
•The strengths and weaknesses
of technology
•The importance of community
engagement
Smart City Future’s focus on the empowerment of
professionals, policy leaders and citizens reflects
these critical issues
www.smartcityfutures.co.uk	


‘Smarter City Future’ the next steps
Smart City Futures now has its
own webpage. For those interested
in further information, visit
www.smartcityfutures.co.uk
If you require even more
information on the Smart City
Futures projects and the events
leading up to the conference in
2009 or would like to play a fuller
role, please contact
Anna Higson at
a.higson@salford.ac.uk
or phone 0161 295 3176

